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In March 2016 Hoob records is releasing part two, ”AERIALS” of the 
composer and jazz singer Lina Nybergs tr i logy with new music about the 
world, the elements and the music i tself. This t ime Lina sings of avians, 
pilots, winds and astronauts. 
The record includes commissioned work for str ing quartet as well as poetic 
and expressive interpretations of jazz standards as ”Fly me to the moon” 
and ”Bye bye Blackbird” with her regular band.  
 
The first CD in the triology ”SIRENADES” with music for big band recieved raving 
reviews at th release 2014. Lina Nyberg is one of Sweden’s most creative and 
innovative jazz singers. For about 20 years she has been attracting consistent and 
widespread attention, in Scandinavia, but also in many other parts of the world.  
In March 2011 Lina Nyberg was awarded the prestigious Jazzmusician of the Year- 
prize by the Swedish Radio ”…one of the strongest voices in Swedish Jazz. A unique 
singer, composer and lyricist that both touches the audience and has a strong sense 
of humour. A personality on the stage that Swedish Jazz can not do without.” 
 
 
Down beat (4 1/2 stars) June 2014: "Nyberg’s incredible command of the lyrics and music, 
and compelling musical vision make this ambitious storytell ing project riveting." 
 
JAZZTIMES after Berlin Jazzfest Germany : "Nyberg cooks up new flavors in the vein of jazz- -
inspired art pop, a fresh sound very much worth seeking out.” 
 
All About Jazz: ”…playful and whimsical but also thoughtful and profound; carefully 
arranged, melodic and even sentimental, but also borders fearlessly with the experimental… 
The Sirenades is a most inspiring, profound work of art…”


